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It is almost impossible to include all activities and productions of Herb LF in one
infosheet. Also you can´t nail Herb LF down on one style. As longtime freestyle, drum &
bass or house dj, founder of the only german 2step collective Gush Collective (with e.g.
Matt Flores), Labelchef of Draft Recordings & Metrosoul Records or as him being part
of the duo Westpark Unit (with Ingo Sänger), you won´t find any german activist that did
not own something out of the Herb LF Nordstadt FM studio. If you are searching for
funk, soul, dub & jazz, Herb LF is the right one.
Additionally he started the profession of Mastering the music of some artists & labels like
Freude Am Tanzen, Musik Krause, Robag Wruhme & of course Farside. It seems that
this guy never leaves the studio..…
It is an honour for Farside Records to have one of the rare solo releases of Herb LF in
the pipeline. With a kick ass mixture of dope funk, deep house and wonderful detroitish
harmonies, “Jam 2 Tha Mother” is more hip hop than house and has been dropped in
some DJ sets for a while now (in an older Westpark Unit version). The track should have
been released through Cologne based label Spectrum Works (with tunes from Âme,
Marcus Worgull, Kabuki, etc.), but sadly the project never happened. But not too sad, as
this new re-edited version of “Jam 2 Tha Mother” is a monster that can finally be
played out on Vinyl.
“Miles” has a brilliant hook and can be categorised somewhere between space age
disco/electro with a deep house/boogie vibe. This is a very cool club tune, also for the
peak time hours and should appeal to I:Cube & Charles Webster fans.
To have a perfect package the mighty Stuttgart based musician Soulphiction (aka
Jackmate, Philpot Records, Sonar Kollektiv), reworked “Miles” in his brilliant unique
manner. Reducing some disco elements, pitching up the harmony, adding a bouncing
bassdrum & spicing everything up with some Detroit sounds, Soulphiction presents us
a killer Detroit tune. Feels itself very well in a techhouse inspired set, as well as in the
late night deep house hours. Yes Darling, this is art!
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